PRIMITIVE LITURGIES AND CONFESSIONS
OF FAITH.
I I.

LET it be conceded that there is a strong apriori probability
in favour of the assumption, that a brief summary of the
prime essentials of the Christian faith was among the first
requisites of the apostolic Church, and that all we know
of the prudence, decision, and divinely instructed wisdom
exhibited in the administration of that Church would lead
us to expect that such a summary was drawn up at a very
ea~ly period, and was issued with the sanction and authority
of the Apostles themselves,-and a further inferential probability suggests itself.
If such a summary did exist, and if it be again and again
mentioned and referred to, is it not at least extremely
probable that in the apostolic writings it should be quoted
also? Nay, is it indeed conceivable that a " symbol " so
dear and so familiar,-round which so many solemn associations clustered, and which must necessarily have taken
so firm a hold upon the memory,-could fail to be quoted
in the sacred writings addressed to the several Churches
of the baptized ?
Let it be remembered that the several Epistles were
addressed to Christians in every possible grade of spiritual
progress : men of Rome perplexed by Jewish troublers ;
men of Corinth stirred by the wildest excitement of overwrought enthusiasm, and phrenzied by notions of the most
extravagant antinomianism; men of Galatia, so fickle as
to be ready to give up the faith for some dream of hybrid
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Christianity, half gospel and half law; men of Thessalonica,
disturbed by expectations of an immediate consummation
of all things; up to that blameless and simple Philippian
Church to which the Apostle could write as if the peace of
God had rested on it, and the atmosphere of a Divine joy
were peculiarly its own. In writing to each and all of these,
is it credible that quotation of familiar documents could be
avoided?
And if, on the contrary, it is reasonable to expect that
we should meet with such quotation, what better task can
we set ourselves than that of endeavouring to detect the
fragments of the ancient formularies embedded in the
apostolic writings? If these have not been duly pointed
out by others, perhaps it has been only because they have
not been sought for with an intelligent scrutiny.
But our business now is mainly with that summary which
we have seen is called by the various names, Xoryor;, 'TT'irTTtr;,
otoax~. ooor;, a brief summary of credenda (and I should be
inclined to think a very brief one), which it appears was
offered for the acceptance of those who were to "put on
Christ" at their baptism. Where is any quotation from
this to be found ?
In the eighth chapter of the Acts we meet with the story
of Philip and the eunuch of Candace, queen of Ethiopia, and
we read of the conversion wrought by the Apostle and the
celebration of baptism on that extraordinary occasion: In
the Textus Receptus we find that, in reply to the question
of the eunuch Tl KooXvet p,e /3a7T'TtrT8~vat; (Acts viii. 36) St.
Philip answers, el 'TT'trTTevetr; eg OA'TJ'> T~'> KapUar; ifgerTnv, and
it is added, a7T'01Cpt8e~r; oe ei'TT'e, IltrTT€V(J) TOV vlov TOV 8eov
eZvat Tov 17JrTovv XptrTTov. Now there is little or no doubt
that this thirty-seventh verse is an interpolation : the Codex
Laudianus is the only uncial MS. in which it is to be found,
the immense 'majority of the cursives do not notice it, the
early versions agree in omitting it, and critical editors with-
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out hesitation reject it as undoubtedly spurious. But how
far back is the interpolation to be traced ? To begin with,
the Codex Laudianus cannot, it seems, be set down to a
later date than the end of the sixth century, but before it
could have been received into so splendid an uncial as E,
it must evidently have been accepted without question or
suspicion for some considerable time. 1 Accordingly, we find
it quoted by Augustine and Jerome in the fifth century,
by Pacian in the fourth, by Cyprian in the third, and by
Iremeus in the second. "This passage," says Scrivener,
" affords us a curious instance of an addition well received
in the Western Church from the second century downwards,
and afterwards making some way among the later Greek
codices and writers" (Introduction, p. 444). But how did
it get interpolated in the first instance? Scrivener's suggestion is doubtless the right one, namely, that it was
received into the text from the margin, " where the formula 7T'£(J'Tevw rov viov rov E>eov elva£ rov 'In(jovv Xpt(J'Tov
had been placed, extracted from some Church ordinal."
Observe how much is implied in this hypothesis! Already,
at the end of the second century, we find an interpolation
received into the text from the margin, and that margin
a quotation from a service book. But the marginal note
itself must have been regarded with some kind of reverence,
and have been somewhat familiar to the memories of the
annotator and of those in whose hands he expected his MS.
to fall, before a scribe could have ventured to deal with it
so boldly.
Let it be remembered that before the whole process of
introducing this interpolation from the service book into the
margin, and from the margin into the text, could be so
complete as that Irenreus should quote it from the text
without a suspicion of its spuriousness, a considerable lapse
of time must be conceded ; and whether we put the date
1

Scrivener, Introd., p. 128; Tischendorf, Proleg., ed. 7m•, p. cb:xviii.
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of Irenams' death with Dodwell as early as 167, or with
Baronius as late as 205, in any case we are compelled' to
allow that, probably at the very beginning of the third
century, possibly towards the end of the second, we find
unmistakable indications of a service book being familiarly
known in the sub-apostolic Church (to use an expression of
the late Professor Blunt) which contained, as one clause of
a primitive confession of faith, 7rtcrTEVro TOY v[oy Tov BEov
Eivat TOY 'l?Jcrovv XptcrTov.

But though this clause be all that Irenams quotes of thP.
verse now standing in the Textus ab omnibus Rejectus, yet
the whole verse is found in E, and with a very suggestive
variant in the reading. Instead of El 7rtCTTElJEt<; Jg (J'A.?J<; Tij<;
teap'Oia<; f!gEcrnY, the Laudian MS. reads, Jay 7rtCTTEVEt<; €E
o'A.?J<; Tij<; teapOiac; crroO~crEt. Now, although it cannot be
doubted that the particle €aY is found with the indicative in
the New Testament, yet it is, to say the least, a rare construction, and singularly inexplicable here ; but what are
we to make of the word crcoO~crEt? On turning to the
Epistle to the Romans we find the true key to the whole
matter ; although in doing so a wide field of interesting
inquiry (too wide to allow of our doing more than touch
lightly upon the present occasion) is opened out to our
attention. At the tenth chapter of the epistle (Rom. x. 5)
St. Paul is contrasting the (hteatocruY?J of the Mosaic law
with the Otteatocruv?J offered under the gospel, and at the fifth
verse he thus proceeds :
"For Moses writes about (rypacpEt) the oucatocruy?J which
proceeds out of the law, saying (on recitative),1 the man
I Winer barely notices this idiom, which appears to me to play a very
important part in the Greek Testament, and Dr. Moulton seems strangely to
have misunderstood Winer's meaning. The translator's footnote at p. 683 has
nothing to do with the construction with which the text is concerned. In the
last edition of Kiihner's Ausf. Gram. der Gr. Sprache (Hanover, 1872), this use of
/In is carefully handled, and a large number of instances given,§§ 551-4, vol. ii.,
p. 885. See too Madv., Grk. Syntax (Eng. tr.), §§ 192-6, and Goodwin's Grk.
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that doeth these things (auTa) shall live by them. But the
oucatO(J'IJVT} E/C 7riUT€ror; (an expression which I leave untranslated advisedly) speaks thus-wise (oihro-where note that
there is no on recitative-no actual quotation), ' Say not in
thy heart, Who shall go up to heaven?' i.e. to bring Christ
down, nor, 'Who shall go down into the abyss?' i.e. to
bring up Christ from the dead; but what does it say .?-The
phrase is near thee, in thy mouth and in thy memory; that is,
the phrase of the faith, which phrase we proclaim (To pi]p,a 1
Ti]r; 7riUT€Wr; tJ 1C1JpVO"UOfJ-€V), Saying (on recitative), (and here
observe that the particle indicates the commencement of an
actual quotation once more) -€ a V op,o"Aory~O"TJ'> EV Tp UTOP,aTi
uou Kvpwv 'Irwovv, !Cat 7rlU'TfVU''[J'> EV Tfi !Cap'Otq, U'OU on 0
Beor; auTOV i]ryEtpev E/C Ve!Cpwv uwe~uv."
Here we have the very words of the interpolation of the
eighth chapter of the Acts ; here the €dv and the uroe~uet of
the Codex Laudianus receive their elucidation ; in the Acts
the €av is ungrammatical, here it is perfectly correct; there
there is no mention of the confession to be made with the
mouth, here the particle belongs first to op,o"Aory~uvr;, next
to muTevuyr;; there the first clause is omitted, though the
original particle is retained.
But what is the meaning of this word uwe1juv or uwe~uet?
In the account which St. Peter gives of his baptism of
Cornelius at Cmsarea, in the eleventh chapter of the Acts,
the Apostle (ver. 13) tells his hearers that on his arrival
at Cornelius' house, the centurion had reported to him
that he had seen an angel, and that the angel had bidden
him send for Peter' a, AaA~U'f£ Mp,aTa 7rpor; U'e €v 0 i r;
uwe~uv uv Kat mz> o olKor; uou, and that just as he had
begun to speak, the Holy Ghost fell on them ; and he adds,
JJloods, § 79. Cf. Thuc. i. 51 (Shilleto): lirL vij<s iK<tPaL bn71'\t!ovcn. A capital
instance of the use of /in recitative is to be found at Mark x. 33.
1 See a valuable note by the lamented Mr. James Riddell, on the expression
pf}p.a.<Tl T€ Kal ovop.a<TL, in Plato's Apol. Socrat. c. i.
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"I remembered the saying (Toil MJLaTor;) of the Lord, how
He said, John baptized with water, but ye shall be baptized
with the Holy Ghost." Can there be any reasonable doubt
that the word uro8~cry of the fourteenth verse is the equivalent of the fJa7rnu8~ueu8e of the sixteenth, and that the
MJLaTa €v olr; uro8~uv of verse fourteen must be explained by
the pfjJLa Tfjr; 1r£uTeror; of the tenth chapter of the Epistle to
the Romans ?
An interesting parallel to this passage in the eleventh
chapter of the Acts is afforded in the sixteenth chapter.
We there read that the gaoler in the prison at Philippi,
alarmed by the earthquake, and thinking his prisoners had
escaped, was reassured by the presence of mind. and coolness
exhibited by Paul and Silas, and falling down before them
said, Kvpto£, Ti JL€ oe'i 7TOLE'iv £ya uro8w; (Acts xvi. 30) "What
is it necessary for me to do in order that I may be saved J "
St. Paul, true to himself and to the principles which he
enunciates in the Epistle to the Romans, that it was not
a question of doing anything at all, but of profession and
believing, replies, IltuTeuuoY €1r~ ToY Kuptov 'J.,wovY, "a~
uw8~uv uu !Ca~ o ol"o' uou (ver. 31), "Believe on the Lord
Jesus, and thou mayest be saved, thou and all thy house."
And accordi~gly, after receiving the necessary instruction,
for €lv1JvT}uav aimj) TOY "'A6ryoY Tou Kuplou (ver. 32)-then
€{Ja7TT[u8'TJ avTor; !Cat . ol avToV 7TlfVTer; 7rapaxpf7p.a (ver. 33).
The conclusion appears inevitable ; that the " saving " of
the one verse answers to the "baptism" of the other, and
that whether the gaoler meant to apply for baptism or not
(using the expression £ya uro8w), St. Paul, at any rate, gave
this sense to his words.
If this view of the passages examined be the correct one,
then more than one other passage confessedly difficult is
cleared up; e.g. we can understand what St. Paul means,
in 1 Corinthians i. 18, by saying that the "'Aoryor; Toil uTaupoil
is folly To'ir; lmo"'A"'AuJL€votr;, but a Divine power ~JL'iv To'ir;
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CT(J)~OJ.i-EVO~<;;

for the Unbaptized Were still a7rOA.A.Vp,EVOt,-in
a state of perdition,-but the baptized were in a state of
salvation (uro~6p,evot). So again in the second epistle and
second chapter, making use of the simile of a triumphant
procession, he says at the fifteenth verse (2 Cor. ii. 15),
XptCTTOV evroota €up,€v Trj) eerp €v TOt<; (T(J)~OfoEVO£<; "a~ €v TOt<;
ihoA.A.vp,evot<;; i.e. to the baptized and the unbaptized, to those

in a state of salvation and those in a state of perdition.
For, as St. Peter explains to us, "just as the ark in the
days of Noe put into a state of safety (1 Pet. iii. 20, 21) the
eight that were delivered from the flood, and so by means
of water the few were saved, so its antitype, baptism, vf.La'>
vuv uw~et" : and hence too, after the day of Pentecost, when
that amazing awakening brought thousands to embrace the
faith and to put on Christ by baptism, it is said, " the Lord
added to the Church daily ToV<; uro~op,evou<;" (Acts ii. 47); for,
as St. Paul says to Titus (there too possibly, as is main~
tained by Canon Liddon, quoting an early Christian docu~
ment), eurouev ~#a'> oui A.ouTpov 7raA.tryryeveula<; (Tit. iii. 5).1
I cannot but conclude then, from a comparison of the
passages cited, that we have in the spurious thirty-seventh
verse of the eighth chapter of the Acts a fragment of the
apostolic summary of faith designated by the technical
terms previously referred to ; and that this same clause is
again quoted, with greater exactness and verbal accuracy,
in the tenth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans.
I turn next to a passage in the First Epistle to the
Corinthians, where another such quotation is to be found.
In the fifteenth chapter (1 Cor. xv. 1), St. Paul, preparing
to speak with the most solemn emphasis on the subject of
the resurrection of the body, introduces the subject thus:
" I declare unto you, brethren, the gospel which I announced
(eirqryryeA.tuap,'TJv) to you, which too ye receive, in which ye
have your standing, by means of which too ye are in a
1

Liddon's Bampton Lectures (2nd ed.), p. 328.
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sta.te of salvation (ot' ov teal uwsEuBE), if ye abide by the
' word' which I announced to you, unless ye believe·d in
vain." 1
Then he continues to explain what it was which he
did transmit to them (ver. 3). "For I delivered to you,
as of prime importance (ev 7rpwTot~), that which I received." Received from whom? Dean Alford (in loco),
says, "from the Lord by special revelation." So far from
St. Paul even implying anything of the sort, he implies
exactly the contrary. When, as in the eleventh chapter
(1 Cor. xi. 23), he reminds the Corinthians he had delivered to them a special and peculiar account of the institution of the Lord's Supper, which d~ffers materially from the
account given by any of the three synoptic Evangelists, he
expressly tells them that he received that account a7T'o Toil
Kvplou. Here the inference is just the reverse. No ;
that to which he is alluding in the :fifteenth chapter is
clearly something different, viz. the elementary and fundamental doctrines of the primitive faith, which, as it was
delivered to him at his baptism, to keep safe, and to hold
1 The difficulties of the passage are many and perplexing.
I must repeat
that I do not think this the place for discussing them elaborately; but after
long and careful consideration I have arrived at the following conclusions :
(1) rlvL is to be regarded as a substitution of the interrogative for the relative
pronoun as at St. Mark xiv. 36 and 1 Tim. i. 7. [See Green's Gram. of
the N. T. Dialect, p. 247. Winer, as represented by his translator, p. 210,
is obscure to the verge of being unintelligible. Compare Soph. El. 1167,
and Hermann's note as against Jebb; cf. too Soph., Trach. 339.]
(2) KadXET< must have the same meaning as at 1 Cor. xi. 2, and it is to be
compared with pbELP in such passages as 1 Tim. ii. 15 and 2 Tim. iii.
14; or with 7rpOO'EXELP, Acts xvi. 14, and frequently elsewhere.
(3) The strange construction of KaTEXELP, c. dat., though, as far as I know,
without parallel, is hardly more violent than the use of the same verb by
Thuc. viii. 28 . . . EP 11 'Ap.6P"'f7JS • • • Kaui:xf. Nor is it at all
more peculiar than Thuc. ii. 16, rv olK~O'EL • • • p.Euixov.
The Revised Version is ingenious in getting I"Oltnd the difficulty of rlvL AD'Y'I'
with KaTfxELP, but it does no more. With regard to the rendering of O'w!<0'0E,
can the word strictly be translated by our English "ye are saved"? If O'w!w
be a present tmperject, and means I am saving [somebody elseJ, then in the passive
it can only mean I am being saved-the tense expressing an action going on.
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firln, so it was a precious deposit he was bound to hand on
to others also.
Accordingly here, as in the passage of the Romans previously discussed, he proceeds to quote this 7rapaoocn<;
verbatim, introducing the several clauses, as before, by the
particle l5n in its recitative usage. "This is what I received, viz. Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures; and He was buried, and He was raised on the third
day according to the Scriptures: and He was seen by Peter,
then by the Twelve.
" Here I believe the actual
quotation ceases, and what follows is appended by the
Apostle as corroborative of the actual clauses of the 7rapaooCTt<; cited before ; the style changes, from the short SentenCeS above, to a longer and more explicit statement the
moment the recitative l5n ceases to be employed.
Feeling, as I do, that a deliberate consideration of the
passages hitherto discussed will hardly allow any competent
student to hesitate as to the conclusion to be arrived at, I
refrain from weakening the argument by introducing any
doubtful passages into the discussion. 1

*

*

*

*

*

So far the attempt has been to detect the fragments of the
first or elementary and fundamental creed, which, as I have
said before, there is reason to believe was drawn up by the
Apostles shortly after the ascension of the Lord.
I proceed next to an examination of such passages as
appear to contain quotations from supplementary and more
expanded statements of primitive doctrine, regarding which
1

A very interesting passage is Jas. i. 19, where Hort and Westcott read
But they also read with L. • . • l<Trw oli.
• • • Of course they do, because they fail to see that {qrw 1ril.s ll.viJpw?ros
. • . is a quotation. Regard the latter clause of the 19th verse as a quotation, and then the oe drops out (as it does from G, J, and other MSS) as
an interpolation which a later hand has added because he did not understand
the original; just as the Revisers have found themselves in their translation
compelled to interpolate this to make their rendering intelligible.
(qre for w<Tn with Lachmann.
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it is reasonable to assume that they were of the nature of
esoteric formulre delivered to the 7rta"Toi. for their edification
and advancement in Christian knowledge.
A less elaborate discussion of these passages will suffice,
as they are more numerous than might be expected, and
their bearing upon the subject under review acquires its
main force from the amount of cumulative evidence that
can be produced.
The first passage to be noticed is in the thirteenth chapter
of the Epistle to the Romans (Rom. xiii. 8): M1Joevl. p,1JOEV
o<f>elA.ere, says the Apostle at the eighth verse, el p,~ To
aA.A.?}A.ou~ arya7r~V, 0 ryap arya7rWV TOV g,.epov v6p,ov 7r€7rA.1}pw1Cev.
Then, after explaining this, he resumes at the tenth
verse, 7rA.1}pwp,a ovv vop,ou ~ arya7r'T}, adding, Kat. TOVTO eloche~
Tov Katpov} " and do that, knowing the occasion"; then
follows the quotation indicated by the particle i5n; viz.
(ver. 11)fJpa ~p,a~ ~o1J
fJ7rvou €ryep0i]vat
,...
' eryryuTepov
, ,
vuv ryap
~p,wv ~ uwT1Jpta
'1} 07"€ t7r£U'T€UUaJJ-EV
'
\ 1:
'
,,.
'1} VUs 7rpOEICO 't' €V
€~

.,.

f'/

'

~

oe ~p,€pa ~ryrytKev.

I

" Already 'tis the hour to be wakened out of slumber, for
nearer now is our salvation than when [first] we did believe.
Far spent is the night, the day is near at hand."
Exactly parallel to this is another " fragment of a Hymn
on Penitence," as Canon Liddon calls it, 2 quoted in Ephesians v. 13, 14:
Ttt o€ 7l"UVTU €A.eryxop,eva tJ7l"O TOV <f>wTo<; <f>avepovTa£'
7riiv ryap To <f>avepoup,evov <f>w~ €u,.tv· oto A.f.ryet
I

See Winer, p. 707.

2

Barnpton Lectu1·es, p. 328.
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,
'
,..
.....
Kat' avaura
€/C rrov V€Kprov
'
,
,.~.,
,
"X
'
Kat €7T't't'aUCTH (]'0t 0 ptCT'To<;.
/

Passing on from the Epistle to the Romans, we :find St.
Paul in the First Epistle to the Corinthians dealing with
certain matters with which the controversies in the Corinthian Church were mainly concerned (1 Cor. vi. 1). With
regard to quarrels between the brethren, he lays down the
principle that it is best to "settle them out of court."
With regard to questions of meats clean and unclean, and
with regard to fornication, he takes up the same ground as
that occupied by the ooryp,ara. In both cases however he
bases his argument upon certain assumptions which he takes
it for granted that the Corinthians would not dispute. Thus
at the first verse he says : " Does any of you
venture to go to law before the unjust, and not before the
saints? Know ye not (ver. 2), ol /Uytot rov Koup,ov Kptvovut;
" Continuing in the same strain, he proceeds:
"What ! know ye not (ver. 9), aoucot €ihov /3aut'A.€tav ou
KA-'T]povop,~(]'ouuw;" Again, while on the subject of fornication, he asks, "Know ye not (ver. 15), Ta (]'Wp,ara vp,wv
p,e'A.'T] Xpt(]'rov;" Lastly, he asks once more, at ver. 19,
" What, know ye not Ta uwp,ara vp,wv vao<; TOV ev vp,'iv ary/ou
7T'V€Vp,aror; eunv ; "

1

We have here in half a page of writing four several
appeals to the intimate knowledge of certain profound truths
possessed by the Corinthians. Consider what these appeals
assume. They assume that four statements-any one of
which might well be regarded as "a bard saying "-had
I Dean Alford says St. Paul "appeals to an axiomatic truth " !
The words
are familiar to us now, but could they have appeared other than very startling
"axioms " to the mass of educated men in the reign of Nero? Nevertheless
the Apostle does appeal to these truths as matters of familiar knowledge among
kis Co1·inthian converts. The question is, "How had truths like these become
'axiomatic'?''
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already been accepted as indisputable, NOT by virtue of
their being put forth by the Apostle, but antecedent to the
writing of the epistle in which they occur. Now what are
these statements?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The saints shall judge the world.
The unjust shall not inherit the kingdom of God.
Our bodies are the members of Christ.
Our body is the temple of the Holy Ghost.

Of course it is easy to say that the first of these statements is an "extension to the whole body of believers of
that promise which our Lord in the first instance gave to
the Twelve" (St. Luke xxii. 30, St. Matt. xix. 28) ; but
surely this is to assume that the Apostle gives the Corinthians credit for making an inference from our Lord's words
which, at least, is not an obvious one. Or, again, it is easy
to say that the second statement is no more than " the
converse of the promise given in the Sermon on the Mount,
that the meek shall inherit the earth (St. Matt. v. 5); though
here too the assumption is, at least, a bold one, that the
Corinthians would so understand the words. But when
we come to the third and fourth statements, we are introduced to a thought quite supplementary to any such promises as occur in our Lord's teaching,-a thought, indeed,
which could only suggest itself after the Lord's death,
resurrection, and ascension with His glorified body. On
the other hand, regard these four statements as derived
from some recognised and authoritative summary of things
believed and received, and St. Paul's appeal to them and
quotation of them become immediately intelligible,-then,
and only then, they require no explanation and no comment;
and so regarded, a fresh light is thrown upon those other
passages where similar assumptions are made and similar
appeals resorted to. Thus the emphatic repetition of the
second of these statements at Galatians v. 21, and the
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recurrence of precisely the same expressions at Ephes1ans v.
5, acquire a new significance; and thus too the frequent
allusion and reference to the mysterious doctrine set forth
in the third and fourth of these statements, which the
apostolic writings contain, is accounted for and explained.
Again, in the eighth chapter of the same epistle it appears
to me that much of the obscurity of the first few verses is
dispelled if it be conceded that the Apostle is referring to
and quoting from such a " recognised summary " as I am
contending for. St. Paul thus begins the chapter (1 Cor.
viii. 1) : '' We know that we all have a ryvwaw about the idol
sacrifices-ryvw(J"t<; puffs up, love builds up. If any one
thinks 1 he has got to know anything, 2 not yet has he got
to know anything as he ought to know it ; but if any one
love God, he has become known by Him."
We have here a contrast drawn between the ryvro(J"t<;which (exactly as in the case of the 'TT'l(J"Ttr;) is treated at one
time as having an objective existence, and at another as a
subjective intellectual apprehension-and the arya'TT'1], i.e. the
sanctified emotional faculty which appropriates and clings
to Christ. The former is not to be trusted as our sole
guide; it requires to be controlled and directed by the latter.
Nevertheless, as regards the matter under discussion, viz.
the idol sacrifices, the ryvw(]"£<; in the main is to be taken as
our guide; for, "We know
't'' ewro"'ov
''t' "\
' fCO(J"fJ-9!·
'
"
(1) ovoev
ev

And again, "We know
(2) ovoet<; Beo<; gTepo<; el "';;, elr;."

And whatever may be asserted of other gods and other lords,
yet for ns (1 Cor. viii. 5, 6),
I Perhaps it would be pressing the force of the perf. infin. too much to trans.
late, " If any one thinks he has perfect knowledge of anything " and yet I am
not sure that this is not St. Paul's meaning.

1

ooKel ryPwKlPa£ n.
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(3)

't

e~<;

.a ' o• 7raT'I'JP
'
'f: ..
,
•
~
'
oeo<;
esov -ra' 7ravTa
1Ca6\ '1']1.1.€£<;
et<;

avTov, ICal ei<; Kup£0<; 'l'I'}CTOV<; XptUTO<;
7rcLVTa ICal TJI.£€t,<;

1

0£

" Howbeit," he adds, " the

0£

1

ov Ttl

avTOV."

ryvtiut<;

is not granted to all "-

In these verses again we have three statements made, and
each is appealed to as a matter of intimate knowledge. If it
be said that the second of these is little more than a quotation from the decalogue, and that the first is a reference to
the second commandment likewise, I should not feel any
very great reluctance to c·oncede the point so far as those
two quotations are concerned ; but it will certainly not be
contended that the sixth verse could be derived from any
but a Christian source, and that it is an actual quotation
from such a document as I have before referred to seems to
me to be obvious.
Once more, in the eleventh chapter of the First Epistle to
the Corinthians, a passage which has before been alluded to,
St. Paul writes, at the twenty-third verse (1 Cor. xi. 23-25):
"For I received from the Lord that which I also delivered to
you, viz. this (eh£ recitative), 'The Lord Jesus, in the night
that He was betrayed, took bread, and, after giving thanks,
He brake, and said
'" Then follow the remarkable
verses which give the Pauline version of the institution of
the Lord's Supper, ending with the twenty-sixth verse;
where the Apostle resumes the argument which the quotation had interrupted, and explains the bearing of that
quotation upon the subject in hand. What is to be insisted
1 For this use of lv compare 1 Cor. ii. 6, uo<f>lav )l.a)\.ouJ.<<P lv Tots T<A<lo1s.
It
is hardly necessary to point out that the rendering of our version which represents the article as used for the demonstrative (" that knowledge") is untenable.
There is no instance in the Greek of the New Testament of this use of the
article.
For the sentiment expressed, compare 2 Thess. iii. 2 • . • ov 'Yap 1ranwv
'!J 11"lUTIS.
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on however is that the twenty-third, twenty-fourth, and
twenty-fifth verses are actual quotations, expressly introduced by that same particle of which the Apostle makes
such frequent use.
In the Sec~nd Epistle to the Corinthians, there is if possible a still more obvious quotation. In the fifth chapter,
at the thirteenth verse, St. Paul says (2 Cor. v. 13), "with
a brave religious scorn," "For whether we are mad, it is on
God's behalf, or whether we are of sound mind, it is on
yours; for Christ's love constraineth us, after deciding this
(!CptvavTa<; TOVTo), viz. (again the particle l5n introduces the
'f'
/e
)/
quotatiOn , E£ E£<;
v7rep 7T'avn:ov a1re avev, apa O£ 7T'avn:<; a7T'eo

)

)

t'

\

/

)

t

I

)

f

8avov· /Ca~ U7T'Ep 7T'aVT(l)V a7T'e8avev 'lva oi ~WVT€<; fJ/Y}ICET£ eavTot<;
~waw aA.A.a TrfJ U7T'Ep auTWJ! a7T'o8avovTt /Cat eryep8evn : " if
one died for all, then all died ; and He did die for all,
that the living should no more live for themselves, but for
Him who died for them and rose."
The next passage I shall adduce is to be found in the
thirteenth chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. xiii.
7) ; and it is a remarkable one, because the document or
symbol there quoted is designated by the distinctive title
-!] 7T'tunr;. I allude to the seventh verse:
MV7Jf.£0V€U€T€ TWV -l]ryovp.evrov Uf.LWV, OtT£V€<; €"Aa"A7Juav up.'iv
TOY A.oryov TOV Beoi), 6Jv avaBeropOVJ!T€<; T'T}V i!IC/3aO'tv Tij<; avauTpoif>ij<; f.££fo€tU8€ T~V 7T'{O'TW
'l'l}uOii~

XptuTOt:; x8€~ !€al. U~il'epov 0 aVTOr; Kat elr; ToUr;

·~
a£rova<;.

Adopting the interpretation of i!IC/3aO"£V given by Dean
Alford, though it is far from certain, and bearing in mind
that p.£p.e'i0"8a£ is used only once more in the New Testament
with an inanimate object [viz. in the Third Epistle of St.
John ver. 11, p.~ fo£p.ov TO JCaiCov, " do not take evil as your
pattern to copy"], and that fo£fo7JT~<; is probably never used
at all with an inanimate object (unless in 1 Peter iii. 13 we
read with Tischendorf, as against Lachmann and Tregelles,
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€av Tov luya8ov J.UJ.l/YJTal "fEY1Ju8e, " if ye take good as your
pattern to copy "), I translate the passage thus :
"Remember your leaders, who spake to you the word of
the Lord, the end of whose course as ye keep in view, take
as your pattern the 7rLuT£<;," viz.
" Jesus Christ, the same yesterday and to-day and for
ever."
Then, in marked contrast, he adds, "As for various
and strange teachings, be not carried away by them." Unless the eighth verse be regarded as a quotation, I am
unable to understand its connexion with what precedes or
follows.
It is however when we enter upon a critical examination of the pastoral epistles that the evidence in favour of
the existence of these early formularies, and the number
of unmistakable quotations from them, become absolutely
overwhelming. Nay, the very peculiarity of the language
employed, and the frequency of the citations, have actually
been made the main ground of argument for rejecting these
epistles as spurious by those barren and hungry critics
whose business in life seems to be to reduce all belief to a
mm1mum.
In the pastoral epistles there are at least eight different
terms used for designating the early Christian formularies
referred to and cited. . These are (1) 7] 7rapa"/"feA.{a ; (2) 1]
OtOauKaA-{a, or 7] V"f£atvovua OtOauKaA.[a, or 7] KaA.~ OtOauKaA-la;
(3) ~ 1rluTt'>; (4) ~ 'Ot'Oax~; (5) ~ KaA.~ OJ.LoA.o'Y[a; (6) 7]
7rapa8~K1J, or 7] KaA.~ 1rapa8~"1J (for which some, on wholly
insufficient evidence, read 7rapaKa-ra8~K1J); (7) TO J.LVUT~ptov
Tf]'> 7T[UT€(J)'), or TO j£VUT~pwv Tf]'> evuef3ela<;; (8) 0 7T£UT0'>
A6"fO'),

It cannot be denied that there is something very striking
in the way in which the Apostle, in these his last epistles,
dwells again and again upon the importance of adhering to
the formularies which he designates by these peculiar terms.
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If we assume that these pastoral epistles were composed

during a second imprisonment at Rome, and very shortly
before his martyrdom, it is no more than reasonable to
suppose that between the two imprisonments an authoritative confession of faith or summary of doctrine, supplementary to the first and shorter symbol, was drawn up by
the surviving Apostles and elders of the apostolic Churches
as a safeguard against the troubles that now began to
threaten on all sides, and as a sacred deposit which the
teachers especially, and perhaps too the taught, were
charged to keep in trust for future times. Be that however as it may, here we have in these epistles unmistakable evidence of the existence of some such document, from
whatever source it emanated, and, as I shall now proceed
to show, we have unmistakable quotations from it in the
epistles themselves.
In the First Epistle to Timothy i. 3, St. Paul expressly
states that his object in bidding Timothy to remain in
Ephesus was tva waparyrye£'Ayr; nul. P-h eTepo'Ot'OauKa'Ae'iv. But
how could a man be a teacher of a different doctrine unless
there were some standard from which to differ? 1
Accordingly, St. Paul immediately, at ver. 5, proceeds to
indicate what that standard is; he calls it '1 waparyrye'A{a
-the evary.ye'Alov was one thing, the waparyrye'Ala was its
supplement and comment-and he says that the object
(TO TE'Ao<;) of that waparyrye'A{a was love. Proceeding to
ialk of the law and its province, he says it is concerned
with the wicked and immoral, and (at the tenth verse) with
everything that is opposed to the wholesome teaching, "al.
er T£ eT€pov TV vrytatVOUCT'(J 0£0aCTKa'Atq,; then, breaking out
1 Entirely assenting, as we must needs do, to the dictum of Mr. Shilleto,that "~repos and llXXos are marvellously confounded in Greek" (Thuc. i., xlviii.
§ 2)~and perfectly aware, as I am, that the Greek of the New Testament
scarcely recognises any distinction in meaning in the two adjectives, I cannot
admit that the notion of diversity is even faintly lost sight of in the compounds
hep{yyXWITITor (1 Cor. xiv. 21) 1 hepo511')'e!" (2 Cor. vi. 14), or hepo/Ma.ITKa.XeUI
(1 Tim. i. 3 and vi. 3).
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into one of his characteristic bursts of adoring gratitude
for the miracle of mercy wrought upon himself, be says
(1 Tiro. i. 15), at the fifteenth verse, r.tcnoc; o :>..oryoc; Kat
r.acr7J<; a?ToooxiJc; &~we;, "Faithful is the word, and worthy of
all acceptation," 1Jiz. (for the on, as so frequently noticed,
is here again recitative, and marks the quotation), "Christ
Jesus came into the world to save sinners." The. fifteenth
verse can be no other than a quotation, the particle on
indicating that the citation is a verbal one. ·
In the second chapter the Apostle is insisting on the
necessity of women being silent in the assemblies of the
Church (1 Tiro. ii. 13). "For," says be, "Adam was first
formed, then Eve. And Adam was not the one deceived,
but it was the woman who committed the transgression
when she bad been deceived, yet she shall be saved by the
childbirth." What childbirth?
The allusion is to the promise given after the fall-the
first announcement of the coming of the Deliverer in the
person of the Son of man : " The Seed of the woman shall
bruise the serpent's bead." Then St. Paul once more gives
a quotation EclV p.e{VCrJCT£V EV r.tcrT€£ Ka~ arya'11"'[1 /Ca~ arytacrp.rp
,1..
I
I
'> '
l
p.eTa, crro't'pocrvV'T}<;-r.tcrTo<;
o "'oryoc;.
f

Of all the stumbles that Robert Stepbens made, inter
equitandum, only one seems to me to have been more
unfortunate than his division of the chapters at this point.
The old lectionary of the Church of England makes the
best of the bad blunder by ordering that both the second
and third chapters should be read on the 19th of March, the
18th of July, and the 14th of November; but as long as
the chapters remain divided as they are in our Bibles,
the unlearned though thoughtful reader will never cease to
marvel how it could be a faithful saying that if any one
desiretb the office of a bishop he desiretb a good work !
And yet our Revisers entertain little or no doubt that
' See Shilleto on Thuc. i. 120.
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a hankering after the episcopal office is, not only a desirable
craving which all Christians may indulge, but that it is
one which needed an apostolic counsel to emphasize in the
old days, aild would require to be stimulated in days to
come!
The next passage calling for examination is the famous
one in 1 Timothy iii. 16. This is not the time to enter into
any discussion on the reading of the verse, indeed ()~ for
8€o~ is now accepted by almost every scholar qualified to
have an opinion on the point. But how to account for
the anacoluthon ()~ is the difficulty; a difficulty which was
felt so much by the early copyists, that in many copies (),.
was actually altered to o. Treat the words that follow
as a quotation, and the whole passage becomes clear ; the
fl-V(J'T~pwv TTJ~ flJ(F€{3€(a~ of ver. 16 is the fJ-V(j-r1ptov TTJ>
7r{(J'T€W> of the ninth, and the otoa(FJCat.ta KaT' fl.J(F€{3€{av ot
chapter vi. 3; and these are some of its sayings,
€if>av€pw81J
€otJCatw81J •
wif>e'TJ •
€"1JPVX81J •
f7rt(J'T€V81J
av€t.~f1-cpe1J

'
€V

'
(J'apKt·,

€v 7rV€Vf1-aT£,
lvyryet.atr;,
€v e8JI€(J'tV,
€v JCO(J'f-1-9:'>
€v oogv.

Whether this extract may be considered metrical or not I
dare not presume to decide, but that the whole structure of
the passage suggests that it was composed with a view to
its being used in the congregation antiphonally is, to say the
least, highly probable.
This view is strongly confirmed by another quotation in
the Second Epistle. In the second chapter, at the ninth
verse, he says, " I am suffering hardship even to imprisonment (f-1-eXpt O€(J'f1-Wv), but the word of God is not imprisoned
(o t.6rya~ Tau Ehov ov oeoeTat) "; and then at the eleventh
verse he adds 7r ,(]'To<; o t.oryo>, " faithful is that word " (of
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course the mCTTo~ is a predicate, and not a mere attribute);
then he quotes it,fl [ ryap ]1 O"VVa7T'E8aVOJLEV,
ei V7T'OJLEVOJLEV,

El apv'TJCTOJLE8a,
eb a7T'tCTTOUfJ-EV,
apV1JCTaCT8at

Kat CTVVS~CTOJLEV'
[Kat] CTuvf]aCTtAefJO"OfJ-EV'
KaKEtVO~ apV~O"ETat ~p.ar;•

EKEtVO~

7T'£CJ"TO<; fJ-EVE£'
€avTov ov Suvamt.

For the exposition of the particle ryap in the eleventh verse,
there is an exact parallel in another quotation in the First
Epistle (1 Tim. iv. 9) ;
7T'£CTTO~ 0 i\oryo~ Kat 7T'aCT'T}~ a7T'oOox~~ &gw~, "Faithful is the
word, and it deserves all acceptation " ;

e "

~
,
~
'
,
11' ~,
'i\ ,
TOVTO
'Yap
Kat, K07T'£W}LEV
Ka~ OVE£o£~0f1-E a, OT£ '7} 7T'£Kap.EV
f7T't Berp ~wvn, or; f(]"T£ O"WTt,p 7T'aVTWV }LcLA£CTTa 7T'£CTTWV.

,

Et~

Only one more quotation remains, but with regard to that
I confess to a feeling of considerable uncertainty. The
passage I allude to occurs in the third chapter of the Epistle
to Titus, at the eighth verse. ~hat there is a quotation is
undeniable, for the usual formula (7rtCTTo~ oXoryo~-" faithful
is the word"), which occurs five times in these pastoral
epistles, indicates this ; I hesitate however to decide
whether that formula refers to the words that go before,
s,KatwOevTE~ TV EKEivov xaptTl

KA'T}pOVOJLOl ryEV'T}BWp.EV Ka-r'
€A.7rtoa ~w~~ alwvtov, or whether they refer to what follows,
rppovTl~wCTt KaXwv iiprywv 7rpoirnaCT8at ol 7T'E7T'£CTTEVKoTE~ Ber;J.

On the one hand, we are reminded of an expression in the
Epistle to the Romans viii. 24, -rfl ryap e'X7T'tO£ eCTw8'T}p.ev,
"For we were saved (i.e. put into a condition of salvation
at our baptism) with the hope"; as though ~ f.X7rl~ were
a familiar term having a prominent position in the 7T'£CTTO~
Xoryo~. On the other hand, we cannot overlook the evident
repetition of the injunction, rppovT£~E£V Ka'Aa eprya 7rpoiu-raCT8a£,
'
11'\
'
"\ ~
"
1n ver. 14, p.av eave-rwCTav
oe.
Ka£\ ot• •
'T}f1-€Tepot
"a"'wv
eprywv
1

For the omission of -yO.p, see Tii!ch. and Tregelles.
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7rpot'a"rauea£ el~ Ta~ ava'Y!Ca{a~ xpela~.

It is not impossible
that both the words which precede and those which follow
the expression muToc; oXo'Yo~ may all be extracted from the
same document, and the occurrence of the final particle rva
lends colour to this view.
I have now completed the examination of all those
passages in the apostolic writings which appear to me to
contain quotations from or references to primitive formulr:e.
It is not to be supposed that any one document contained
them all. Rather is it much more likely that we have in
these passages so quoted extracts from compositions differing
widely in character or perhaps even in authority. Some of
these passages must have come from "Formulr:e for Instruction of Catechumens before Baptism, and for customary
Rehearsal after Baptism, or for the Interrogatives used at
the actual time of Baptism " ; 1 some from the fuller and
more expanded expositions of primitive doctrine, intended
for those more advanced in Christian knowledge. Some
appear to have been derived from liturgies used in public
worship, some possibly from directions addressed to the
ordained officers of the Church. 2 It may be that many more
Heurtley, Harmonia Symbolica, preface.
No one, I think, could read the Atoa.x1J rwv tJ.woeKa. 'A?roCTroXwv and dream of
claiming for it any authm·ity as a recognised summary of Christian doctrine.
It is clearly an early Christian tract of some good man, who felt called upon to
give his views on certain points of Christian duty and practice. It is a word of
warning and advice, and little more. The thirteenth chapter of the tract does
however refer to some rule of discipline to which appeal could be made and which
may have been of the apostolic age, or may, on the other hand, have been a
rule derived from apostolic teaching, and formulating such principles as are
laid down in Heb. xiii. 7, 1 Tim. v. 17, etc. The curious Liturgical Fragment.•
in the ninth and tenth chapters go some way to prove that these forms of prayer
were usual, and indeed well established; and the remarkable injunctions regarding fasting and the sacrament of baptism (chaps. vi. and vii.) clearly indicate
that within a century after our Lord's ascension the Churches had adopted and
were governed by certain ordinances which were very different in form, and
entered much more into details than those earlier ones of which we read in the
eighteenth chapter of the Acts.
..
. .. . .1
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such citations remain to be pointed out. I shall be satisfied
if scholars will accept these suggestions, and correct or
confirm, and possibly supplement them.
AuG. JEssoFP.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.
XV.

THE ANCIENT TABERNACLE (CHAP.

IX.

1-10).

TiiE writer now proceeds to compare the old and the new
covenants with reference to their respective provisions for
religious communion between man and God, his purpose
being to show the superiority of the priestly ministry of
Christ over that of the Levitical priesthood. In the first
five verses of the section now to be considered he gives
an inventory of the furniture of the tabernacle pitched in
the wilderness ; in the next five be describes the religious
services there carried on. Thereafter he proceeds to describe
in contrast the ministry of Christ, the new covenant High
Priest, as performed in the greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands.
The first paragraph simply continues the train of thought,
and hence the subject of the affirmation in ver. 1 is left
to be understood: " Now (ovv leading back to viii. 5) the
first (covenant) had ordinances of Divine service and its
mundane sanctuary." The epithet ICOrTf.HKOV here applied
to the tabernacle evidently signifies belonging to this
material world, in opposition to the heavenly sanctuary (ver.
11) not made with hands out of things visible and tangible.
Some have rendered " ornate," or well ordered, for which
however the usual Greek word is KOrTf.L£0';. The purpose
of the writer is to point out that the tabernacle belonged
to this earth, and therefore possessed the attributes of

